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A seasonal collection of projects using the latest Tilda fabrics and embellishments, including gifts,

decorations and cards.
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The Tilda books are laid out so nicely, with really cute items. Only problem is, it's impossible to find

the kits like her doll face-painting kit which isn't sold in the USA. I finally ordered the catalog from

Panduro Hobby, since it's coming from the UK it took about a month. Wasn't sure if my request went

through because of the "county" and "city" and being not USA it fills out these fields differently, but it

finally got here. So I guess I'm saying great book, great ideas and love the patterns included, but

you may need to look elsewhere for the fabric or paint kits to duplicate the look on your own.

I love the photos in this book and the ideas are precious. The Tilda doll is soooo cute and I loved the

thought of making her. However, I have sewn for many years and find the directions hard to follow. I

don't see how anyone new to sewing could possibly take on this project without giving up. I hope

that in the future, sewing directions and pictures will be clearer.

I love Tilda's books, but I do have to say I expected a little more. Even though it has great colorful

photos, there are a lot less projects in this book than what I expected. What you see on the front



page is pretty much the content of the book plus a few extra printables.I don't like the pages of this

book since it's an unfinished paper/cardboard type bind. I like a little sheen on my pages (makes it

less likely to tear or get dirty).

I love this book. The projects are so wonderful and I love that the patterns are full size. I cannot wait

to get started on making these and will be ordering the Christmas book soon.

I purchased this book because I love the designs and overall projects in her books, and although it

looked so appealing I felt that this book and as with all of her books has the same similar projects

with just another a slightly different format.

I love this book. These ladies are adorable. The instructions are clear and easy to follow. I have not

made on yet but it is in my agenda. I had read the book couple of time so when I am ready to sew it

together I have a better clear image of what I have to do. I recommend this book , don't let it pass,

you will enjoy it.

I like all the Tilda books. I only wish her fabrics and notions were available locally, or on  with less

expensive per yard material prices when they are. I am having to scout around to find similiar prints

for the projects, yet maybe that is more fun?

The dolls are very charming. I have made several -- although I altered the size of the doll to make

them a little smaller/shorter. For a beginner doll artist the instructions may not be detailed enough --

but since I am an experienced sewer it was not a problem for me. The pictures are lovely.
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